What makes up a vaccine?
Typically in Section 11 under "Description," the manufacturer will detail all
ingredients that have been used in the creation and preservation of its product.
According to the CDC, these ingredients fall within the following categories.

It should be noted, although the CDC states here that residual trace amounts
of materials used in the manufacturing process were removed, conflicting
information is provided on another page of its website.

cdc.gov/vaccines/pubs/pinkbook/downloads/appendices/B/excipient-table-2.pdf
cdc.gov/vaccines/vac-gen/additives.htm

Manufacturing Residue
Let's dig deeper into some of the ingredients used in manufacturing. Unfortunately, the FDA and CDC do
not have much information about the "manufacturing residue" listed in this CDC-linked excipients graph.

However, several manufacturers disclose MRC-5 and WI-38 are

human diploid cells

vaccinesafety.edu/components-Excipients.htm

who.int/rabies/vaccines/human_vaccines/en/

Does the human DNA transfer to the patient?

Again, unfortunately the CDC/FDA do not provide much
information, however this CDC-referenced excipients list populated
from manufacturer inserts states DNA is transferred to the patient.

It is unclear the implications of these residual amounts especially
when Section 13.1 in manufacturer inserts states vaccines have not
been evaluated for mutagenic potential.

What if i can't have some of these ingredients?

As stated already, those with egg allergies should absolutely avoid
any

product

with

residual

egg.

Additionally,

there

are

several

scenerios where individuals may oppose certain ingredients.

Vegans

may oppose the use of gelatin (derived from pigs),
eggs, lactose (derived from milk whey), human,

and animal cells such as african green monkeys, mouse serum
protein, fetal bovine serum, canine kidney cells, and squalene
based oil-in-water (shark liver oil) for example.

Kosher snd Halal

are examples of religious dietary restrictions that would also be
compromised by these products.

Pro-life advocates

may oppose

human cells because they were derived from multiple abortions.

What about thimerosal?

fda.gov/vaccines-blood-biologics/safety-availability-biologics/thimerosal-and-vaccines#action

thimerosal for 6 month olds?

According to the CDC, the following vaccines
still contain thimerosal:
Td (tetanus), Menomune (meningococcal), JE-Vax (Japanese

Afluria Quad,
Flucelvax Quad, Flulaval Quad, Fluvirin, and Fluzone Quad
*Bolded flu products are currently recommened
by the CDC for children 6 months+

Encephalitis) as well as these flu vaccines: Afluria,

Why does the CDC

currently recommend products with

thimerosal to children starting at 6 months of age when the
FDA states it is "prudent to reduce childhood exposure to
mercury from all sources, including vaccines...?"

cdc.gov/flu/professionals/acip/summary/summary-recommendations.htm

